Agents on the Web
Tim Berners Lee, the founding father of the Web, was asked in 1997 for his vision of the future -how he would like to see the Web evolve in ways that might continue to shape culture and society. His reply was that the Web is a tool for empowerment like no other. At the head of his wish list was the idea of a single interface to all information. 'The Web's inherent abilities to expose its users to all kinds of information, to enable them to collaborate on projects and to let them make their thoughts and ideas known with a button-click can only enrich the world's Netizens,' he said. 'Users ought to take full advantage of the Web's ability to shield them from the complexity of the networks that are letting them access, read and save such information. Regardless of these considerations, the way in which the Web shapes us -or we shape it -will ultimately be realized by the people who use it.' [1] Chris Knowles is the founder and director of CK Limited, Corporate Knowledge software, which develops and markets agent-based knowledge management solutions for finance and related markets. Previous positions include: Business Manager; Financial Services at Zuno Ltd; General Manager; Sales and Marketing for Tel-Me -the innovative online business information service developed by Phonelink plc; and BT, where he managed BT's portfolio of general business information services on Telecom Gold, and launched Campus 2000, the world's first online service for schools. He is a member of various industry bodies including: the CSFI (Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation) Internet Working Group; PITCOM; the Parliamentary IT Committee; and Agentlink, Europe's Esprit funded 'Network of Excellence' in agent-based computing. This vision, in many different forms, has continued to drive the expansion of the Internet and related technologies. Underlying the growth of Web-based online services, E-commerce, corporate intranets and private extranets, are the ideas of the Web as the window on the outside world. A single interface to all information, and also a medium people can use for collaboration and sharing their own thoughts and ideas with others.
Berners Lee recognized the need to protect users from too much complexity and too much information. This tension, between the ability, in theory, to have everything, but in practice only being able to cope with so much, lies behind many of the most difficult practical problems those developing Web services have had to face. Creative ways of solving the problems have resulted in many of the most exciting new Web developmentssearch engines like Alta Vista, Yahoo and Metacrawler, push technologies like Backweb, Pointcast and Marimba, and specialist E-commerce sites like Amazon.com.
Perhaps this also explains the enduring appeal of the idea of intelligent agents -pieces of software which we control and which do the work for us, which find the needle in the haystack for us, without our having to spend the time and trouble of looking. Intelligent agents can, as if in a fairy story, be sent out on a quest into the whole wide world, (or the World Wide Web), and come back with priceless treasures that prove to be just what we wanted.
In a recent survey of 190 members of its Internet Working Group, The UK Centre for the Study of Financial Innovation (CSFI) found that intelligent agents were top of a list of important technologies for the Internet in 10 years time. They were ahead of other developments such as: a common payment standard; smart cards; Java; Internet telephony; data mining; and extranets [2] .
But at the same time the survey found that 30% of respondents 'didn't have a clue' what intelligent agents were; a higher proportion than any others on the list except for Internet 2 (Al Gore's next generation Internet project) and Microsoft DCOM.
This paper attempts to clarify, for a non-technical audience, what intelligent software agents really are, explains some of the underlying technologies, and describes the CK1 Company Briefing Pack, a practical application which use intelligent agent software, with particular reference to the field of information retrieval and knowledge management.
What is an agent?
Software agents perform a similar role to human agents -for example a private investigator, a travel agent or a financial services agent. They possess a degree of autonomy; act on your behalf in accordance with instructions they have been given, interact with the outside world, and take certain decisions based on that interaction.
Intelligent agents are not really a technology as such. Unusually in the world of new media and new technology, intelligent agents are the opposite of a technology looking for a solution. They are more like an ideal solution -the loyal and intelligent servant that acts on our behalf and does the hard work for us -looking for a technology.
There is no generally accepted technical definition of a software agent. In practice people can, and do, call virtually any piece of software an agent. Agents do not form a well-defined category in the same way as other types of software, for example databases, operating systems or programming languages.
Software agents are not new and have been around in some form for at least five years. They have been used in applications as diverse as: Web search engines; telecommunications network fault diagnosis; air traffic control; complex automated manufacturing tasks and warehousing distribution and logistics. For example in one application, multi-agent systems are being used to address the problem of optimizing the efficiency of the painting ro- bots used to apply 180 tons of paint to each of 15 very large container ships built at Odense Steel Shipyard in Denmark [3] .
Ovum, the market research company, in its report Agents on the Web, made the point that it is not agents themselves that are new, but the way they are being applied to the Web [4] . To quote further from the report:
'Most of the technologies that support agents on the Web have been around for decades. The research behind one of the pattern matching techniques used in a leading edge information retrieval agent originated in the 1950s. Simple agents have been widely used in network management and Web search engines for more than five years. ' 'Until recently, however, the most intelligent technologies stayed in universities or were only used in heavyweight industrial applications. The combination of much cheaper processing power, more mature personal agent systems and the mass market potential of the Web is bringing these intelligent agent technologies into products and services for individual Web users and data products for corporate customers.'
Underlying technologies
The most commonly accepted definition of a software agent is that it needs to be:
• autonomous -a self contained entity that can do things in its own right;
• able to communicate -with people through a computer, or other agents;
• intelligent -able to make decisions based on rules or the external environment, and if possible learn from experience and respond to feedback;
• mobile -able to work across networks.
Although a great deal of effort has been devoted within the research community to devising special tools, techniques and software architectures, in practice live practical agent applications are being created by software developers using the same tools they use for other software. This issue was discussed at a recent international workshop on Agent Theories, Architectures and Languages (ATAL-98). In a report on the workshop it was said:
'Many agent languages have been developed, a good deal of them presented at earlier ATAL workshops. However, the influence that these languages have had on the lives of professional programmers today is negligible. The everyday reality for most programmers is Java, ActiveX, C++, relational and object orientated databases and CORBA.' [5] In other words, the position today is that software agents on the Web are being written using the same programming languages and tools developers are using for other Web-based software applications. What matters is not what the agent is, but what it can do.
For information retrieval and knowledge management applications on the Web, there are three key functions that an agent has to perform really well for it to be effective:
Firstly profiling -which is taking an enquiry, or a problem, and translating that into some mathematical expression so that it can be processed electronically. There are various techniques and ways of doing this.
Secondly matching -and in particular not only finding an exact match, which is fairly easy, but looking for related items with varying degrees of similarities to the original enquiry or profile -so that you get a range of results, or solutions to a problem.
Thirdly filtering -excluding irrelevant items from a list of possible matches.
Five of the most significant technologies used for profiling, matching and filtering are described briefly below, with particular reference to their use for information retrieval via the Internet and corporate intranets. No one technique is best. All those described, and others, have advantages and disadvantages. In most cases the greatest benefit comes from how well the technique is applied, rather than from the inherent benefits of any one approach.
Classification and indexing schemes
Creating an index is the traditional way of searching for and retrieving information. For example: the index of a book; the alphabetical classification of words found in a dictionary or encyclopdia; a subject classification such as the Dewey decimal system. There are also other more complex systems such as the largely proprietary indexing and classification schemes used by the major business information providers, for example Reuters Business Briefing or the Dialog Corporation.
Indexing is especially effective as a means of distinguishing items that are substantially about a particular subject from others which make only passing reference to it. Suitable classification schemes can also resolve ambiguities where the same word may have several Intelligent agent developments in knowledge management and information retrieval different meanings. This is especially useful in the field of company financial information where articles, which are substantially about a particular company, can be indexed and therefore easily retrieved.
In the Web environment, such classified or structured indexing information is often referred to as metadata. That is data about data, which can be held as tagged text in the source of HTML or XML pages, or on more sophisticated sites as part of a database that generates dynamic Web pages on the fly.
The disadvantage of classification systems is that they can involve a very high level of work in manually indexing items as they are entered. This is an expensive process. In addition, many different and overlapping schemes are available, often not compatible with each other, and this creates problems searching across multiple sources. For example, anyone familiar with retrieving company information from various sources on the Web and other online services will be aware of the many different stock codes and company identifiers used by different services: Ticker symbols; RIC codes; Sedols; Cusip codes; and so on.
Vector space modelling
Vector space modelling (VSM) is based on pioneering information retrieval work done over many years by Gerald Salton at Cornell University. VSM techniques are used in many Web search engines.
VSM was designed to overcome the limitations of Boolean enquiries and free text searching, which are able to match enquiries against well structured data very precisely. Boolean techniques are far less effective in matching enquiries against a large number of documents or articles where there are many possible matches, which all correspond to the enquiry to a greater or lesser extent. In this case, the user is typically not looking for an exact match, but is trying to find as many good matches as possible, whilst rejecting poor and irrelevant matches.
VSM is a probabilistic profiling and matching technique, which allows any document or body of text, in any language, to be represented by a weighted vector based on the frequency of occurrence of words and phrases. This vector acts as a mathematical representation of the conceptual meaning of the document and can then be used to identify and match similar documents.
The technique was refined and developed over many years by Salton and his colleagues, and in comparative testing, consistently provided better results than structured Boolean searches.
Neural networks
Neural network techniques are another way of applying probabilistic methods to the problems of matching enquiries against a large number of unstructured textual articles or documents. They are based on computer systems that mimic the operation of the human brain. Similar actions or events provide feedback and reinforce each other, in a way analogous to the operation of neurones firing in the human brain. The system learns to perform tasks by a process of training on many different examples.
In information retrieval and profiling applications the system will first examine a piece of text, which can be a user's enquiry or a particular document or set of documents, and look for patterns. These patterns are represented by the system in a mathematical form and compared with other patterns taken from other documents or bodies of text. Where similarities are found, the weighting given to the pattern can be reinforced, and where no match is found the weighting can be decreased.
Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms are problem solving techniques inspired by the mechanics of biological evolution. They reward potential solutions that contribute towards solving the problem in hand, and penalize solutions that appear unsuccessful. The main idea of a genetic algorithm is to start with a population of solutions to a problem and then attempt to produce new generations of solutions, which are better than previous ones.
Genetic algorithms can be used effectively for complex problems, which involve many different variables and which are capable of being addressed in many different ways. They have been used commercially by a brewing and leisure company to identify the best locations for a new chain of pubs, using a system developed by the UK Software Company, Searchspace Ltd [6] .
Collaborative filtering
Most information retrieval techniques suffer from two weaknesses. Firstly, it is very difficult for a user to accurately represent an enquiry in words. Secondly having identified one good result, there is no guarantee that other results, which the user may consider equally good matches, contain the same words, phrases or patterns,
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One way round this, is not to match the enquiry against a resource containing a large number of items, such as documents or articles, but to compare the enquiries and actions of one user, with the enquiries and actions of other users, and look for similarities between users. This technique is known as collaborative filtering and is used in Web-based E-commerce applications for providing personal recommendations for books or records for you to buy.
The best known exponent of the technology is Firefly, which began life as a spin-off of the Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Three young graduate students there developed a program called HOMR (Helpful Online Music Recommendations), which used agent technology to provide music lovers with suggestions about bands they might like. The company was incorporated in 1995 as Agents Inc. In April 1998 Firefly was acquired by Microsoft for a reported price of $40 million [7] .
Practical applications for agents for information retrieval and KM on the Internet and corporate intranets
Information retrieval is the ideal field of application for intelligent agents. The problem of information overload is well known. How do you handle an enquiry on a Web search engine that tells you, you have 535 798 hits? And however good the search engine is, at best it covers only one third of the 'searchable Web' [8] .
[Estimated figures for the fraction of the 'indexable Web' covered by the major search engines are given as: Hotbot 34%; AltaVista 28%; Northern Light 20%; Excite 14%; Infoseek 10% and Lycos 3%. The 'indexable Web' excludes subscriptionbased and password protected services.] Less well known, but equally common, is the problem of intranet anarchy. This was graphically described by Udo Flohr in an article in Byte magazine [9] -'Intranets can be anarchy until you manage who can do what where.' He describes two typical phases of Intranet development: ' Step 1: make a mess' followed by ' Step 2: clean it up.' It's fun to be a Webmaster, and put up the information once, but not if you have to update it yourself every Friday for the rest of your life. In an intranet survey published in a previous issue of Business Information Review, Marcus Speh of Shell is reported as saying: 'One major problem can be identified as chaos, where the lack of structure provided by a proper cataloguing and indexing system leads to feelings of information overload among staff who have not learnt the skills of sifting.' [10] This is why many organizations now build databases of information, which can be accessed in a structured way via the corporate intranet. But this can push back the problem of maintenance and updating the information one level. Someone still needs to update the database. For internal information, a company has to take on the responsibility itself for building and maintaining its own store of corporate knowledge, using Lotus Notes, an internal document management package, or one of the many other intelligent intranet database management tools now available. But in the case of external information, why recreate what others have already done? The information manager for a major pharmaceutical company said at a recent conference in response to a question on this issue: 'We are a drug company, not an online host. Wherever we can we buy. We don't want to create our own large databases of publicly available information. ' An intelligent agent-based solution, such as the CK1 Company Briefing Pack, provides the best of both worlds. It allows the company to select, manage and control the quality of the information displayed on the end-users' desktop. It also provides a highly personal and customizable service for the end user. In the case of publicly available external information though, it leaves all the problems of maintaining, structuring and updating it to those who do it best, the publishers and online service providers.
The CK1 Company Briefing Pack
The CK1 Company Briefing Pack was developed initially to meet the requirements of the corporate finance department of a major investment bank. The business information department within the bank is regularly asked to provide company profiles including: annual Intelligent agent developments in knowledge management and information retrieval report; latest news; company fundamentals; shareholder details; and so on. All these items are obtained online from different sources. The results of the various searches are printed, bound and distributed.
An electronic version offers significant benefits over and above the printed version including:
• automation of a largely routine process;
• the ability to search once across multiple sources; • security -managed access to high value sources;
• cost control -all usage is logged and fully accountable;
• live data -the electronic version can be instantly updated;
• flexibility -the customer can include or exclude their preferred sources;
• shareable -results can be accessed by anyone across the world;
• efficiency -cost and time saving;
• ease of use -results displayed in a standard format via the company intranet. The greatest difficulty in automating this process arises because, when considered in detail, every information source is different, and the same search strategy can not be applied in every case. The problem is compounded because not only are the information sources different, but different search strategies are appropriate for different types of companies. For example the best sources for information for a US company may be different from the best sources, for the same type of information, for a UK or European company. In other cases 'smart search' strategies are required which, for example check two sources and retrieve data only from that which is most up to date, or modify the search based on an initial enquiry.
An intelligent agent-based solution involves designing a site agent for each source, to handle the specific aspects of connection, input of ID and password, submitting the search and retrieving results. Additional search agents handle the smart search strategies, and a display or user interface agent manages the display of results to the user.
In overview, the CK1 application comprises three elements:
• a display and access module (or agent), developed on a bespoke basis for each customer;
• the CK1 'engine' which performs the generic searching, profiling, matching and filtering functions involved in making an enquiry and consolidating and displaying the results, including smart search agents;
• 'site agents' for each supported information source, which handle aspects such as connection, security, password input and validation, navigation, retrieval and filtering of the appropriate result(s) for each source. 
Conclusion
The recent UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) white paper on Competitiveness and the knowledge driven economy, released on 17 December 1998, [11] gives the ultimate gloss of respectability to the field of knowledge management. It is now not only seen as crucial to the success of an individual company or corporation, but as a means of securing the economic future for the UK as a whole.
The Financial Times, in its review of the White Paper [12] said that perhaps the most important aspect of the 'bundle of papers' released by the DTI was the economic analysis of the role of knowledge, set out in a separate 32 page report. The knowledge economy is the new big idea, which will guide DTI policy in supporting UK industry through to the next millennium and beyond.
But whilst everyone may agree on the goal, how to achieve it is still far from clear. As I wrote nearly one year ago [13] , the debate needs to shift from the 'why' we need knowledge management, to the 'how' to implement practical solutions that offer clear business benefit.
The Internet and Web have provided a quantum leap forward in establishing a de facto standard for data communication (via the TCP/IP protocol) and for display of the results of searches (via the standard Web interface and the Netscape or Microsoft Internet Explorer browser on the desktop). But there still remain major incompatibilities at the application level in areas such as: password input; user access validation; search strategy and functionality; indexing; and structure of the content itself.
Intelligent agent software can add value to the raw information available on the Internet or corporate intranet, so that the end user receives a coherent and customized view of the information available. When used well, an agent software application can manage the incompatibilities between different services, both internal and external, take account of individual users' needs, and automate the process of obtaining and displaying the right information, in the right place, at the right time, on the user's desktop.
